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Abstract: Over the past several years, volunteered geographic information (VGI) has expanded
rapidly. VGI collection has been proven to serve as a highly successful means of acquiring timely
and detailed global spatial data. However, VGI includes several special properties. For example,
the contributor’s reputation affects the quality of objects edited, and a geographic object may have
multiple versions. The existing spatio-temporal data model cannot describe the unique properties
of VGI. Therefore, a spatio-temporal VGI model considering trust-related information is presented
in this paper. In this model, central elements of the VGI environment, e.g., geographic entity,
entity state, state version, contributor, reputation, geographic event, and edit event, and their
interaction mechanisms are analysed. Major VGI objects and relations are determined using the
object-oriented method and trust-related operations, and their relationships are analysed, and nine
linkage rules among trust-related operations are found to maintain the consistency of corresponding
data. A prototype system for the spatio-temporal VGI model is presented, and the effectiveness of
the model is verified.
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1. Introduction

Crowdsourcing data, i.e., volunteered geographic information (VGI) [1–3], constitute a promising
tool for borderland data acquisition [4]. At present, VGI has served as an alternative source of
professional geographic information. As VGI offers broad and timely information and is free, it has
been applied in many domains, e.g., transportation, emergency relief, disaster management, navigation,
etc. [5–10].

Whereas traditional spatio-temporal data are collected and updated according to standard
specifications by professionals and data quality is ensured through strict quality control procedures and
implementation specifications, one state of an entity has only one version in a traditional geographical
database, and the quality of all objects is typically uniform; VGI is spontaneously compiled by citizens,
most of whom are not professionals [1,11]. Rather, one state of an entity may be edited several times
by several volunteers and can have several versions in a VGI database, and the quality of each version
may vary. Thus, new problems arise in VGI environments. Because there are several versions of an
entity state, which version is the best one? How can one select the best multi-version objects?

Several researchers have focused on the overall quality evaluation of VGI datasets, e.g., data
completeness, positional accuracy, etc., by comparing crowdsourcing data with authoritative data [12].
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However, such methods cannot be used to assess the quality of single features in a VGI database [13].
In solving such problems, some researchers have evaluated the quality of VGI based on its trust and
provenance [14]. For example, Bishr and Mantelas introduced the concept of “information trust”, which
has successfully been applied to evaluate the trust of urban growth data. The trust of a geographic
object was computed using a rating mechanism [14]. Keßler et al. used trust as a proxy measure for the
quality of VGI, and the trust of a geographic object was determined based on its VGI system editing
history [13]. The authors concluded that trust-related information is essential in a VGI system.

In VGI environments, the trust of each version may vary and is typically affected by the reputations
of contributors involved. The reputation of each contributor may vary as well. A contributor’s
reputation is affected by his or her degree of professionalism honesty, attitudes, and etc. In a VGI
system, therefore, trust-related information, i.e., version, state, version trust, contributor reputation,
etc., must be determined.

In existing VGI models, e.g., OpenStreetMap (OSM), Google Map Maker, Wikimapia, whereas
some contributor information is represented, trust-related information, e.g., version trust, contributor
reputation, etc., is not represented directly. Thus, from existing VGI systems, one cannot determine the
best version of an entity state.

Based on the above observations, a spatio-temporal VGI model considering trust-related
information is presented in this paper. In this model, geographic objects, object states, and state
versions are used as three different element levels. Every object may have several states, and every
state may have one or more versions as well. Geographic and edit events are also distinguished.
Whereas a geographic event may cause a change in the state of one or several geographic objects, an
edit event is the cause of a change in a version in a database. All versions of VGI objects are stored
in our model. Contributor reputations and the trust of VGI object version can be computed, stored
and accessed. To ensure the consistency of data used during dynamic operations, e.g., object creation,
modification, and deletion, etc., a set of trust-related operations and their linkage rules are presented in
this paper.

This paper is divided into seven sections. Related work is presented in Section 2. Then, in Section 3,
we discuss features of VGI by comparing it with traditional geographic information. A spatio-temporal
VGI model based on trust-related information is proposed in Section 4. Trust-related operations and
their linkages are discussed in Section 5. The experimental procedure and analysis results are presented
in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 provides a summary and concludes the discussion.

2. Related Work

VGI has been a contentious issue in GIS research over the past decade [10]. Several researchers
have examined VGI applications [7,15,16], data quality and reliability [11–13,17–19], data processing
and cleaning methods [20,21], data organization and management systems [22], etc. However, related
works of our study mainly include spatio-temporal data models, approaches to VGI object quality
evaluation, and VGI data organization methods. We discuss related work on these three issues in
this section.

2.1. Spatio-Temporal Data Model

Over the past several decades, dozens of spatio-temporal data models have been created.
Existing models can be divided into four categories based on their areas of focus. The first category of
models focuses on recording the states of geographic objects and includes the snapshot model [23],
base state with amendment model [23], space-time composite data model [24], and space-time
cube model [24]. The second category of models focuses on object change processes and causal
relationships between events and includes event-state-temporal data models [25,26], event-based
versioning models [27], and event-based cause-effect models [28]. The third category of models
focuses on the description of spatio-temporal objects and relationships and includes object-oriented
spatio-temporal data models [29,30], the three-domain model [31], the history graph model [32],
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and the spatio-temporal entity-relationship model [33]. The fourth category of models focuses on
modelling moving objects and includes moving objects data models [34,35]. Each of the aforementioned
spatio-temporal data models presents unique characteristics. However, these models primarily focus
on traditional professional geographic information and do not consider contributor reputation and
the trust of each geographic object. Therefore, these models cannot answer the following question:
“Which version is the best for an object state with multi-versions?”

2.2. Evaluation of VGI Quality

Many efforts have been made to study the quality of VGI. Methods for evaluating the quality of
VGI can be generally divided into three categories. For the first category, the quality of VGI is evaluated
by comparing VGI with corresponding professional data. For example, OpenStreetMap (OSM) data
have been evaluated by various scholars via comparisons with corresponding professional data, e.g.,
UK [11], Germany [36–38], France [39], Iran [12], etc. For the second category, VGI quality is evaluated
based on its history rather than through comparisons with reference data. For example, all OSM data
and their historical versions are stored in an OSM full history dump [40]. Barron et al. proposed
a comprehensive framework for assessing the intrinsic quality of OSM data [41]. Bégin et al. also
proposed a means of assessing the completeness of VGI based on contributor behaviours [42]. For the
third category, trust is used as a proxy of VGI quality. For example, Bishr et al. proposed a formal
trust and reputation model for filtering and extracting high quality information on urban growth
behaviours on the part of actors (people) [14]; Keßler et al. used trust as a proxy measure for the quality
of VGI and measured VGI trustworthiness based on five indicators, i.e., VGI contributors, versions,
confirmations, corrections and revisions [13]. D’Antonio et al. presented a data trustworthiness and
user reputation model whereby trust of VGI was evaluated based on direct, indirect and temporal
effects and whereby user reputation could be computed based on the trust value of objects created by
a user [43]. However, existing VGI quality evaluation methods cannot cover each version of all the
VGI objects.

2.3. VGI Data Organization

As VGI is application driven, only a few researchers have studied VGI organization methods, e.g.,
Qian et al. designed Zoom Quadtree to support multi-representations of VGI data [44]. Few researchers
have described the special properties of VGI. On the other hand, VGI systems have developed
organizational methods for managing crowd-sourcing data.

OpenStreetMap (OSM) has been one of the most popular and successful VGI projects. It uses
PostgreSQL to store vector and attribute data. Three data primitives are used to represent geographic
information, i.e., nodes, ways, and relations. Only nodes store latitudes and longitudes. OSM separately
store current and historical data. In OSM, map browsing and data updating services are also separate.
However, OSM does not process user and object trustworthiness. Data primitives in Google Map
Maker include place marks, lines, and polygons. Map Maker does not store topological information,
and features added by users must be validated before being used in Google Map applications. When a
user makes numerous successful contributions, his/her edits will be monitored less closely and may
be published on the map immediately [45]. Wikimapia combines an interactive web map with a
geographically referenced wiki system. A user can add new items or can edit items on a Wikimapia
layer. When an object is created, the contributor is invited to specify its category, to add a textual
description, and to upload relevant photos. Wikimapia stores the editing histories of all users and rates
them. High-level users have achieved increased access to editing tools and face fewer restrictions on
editing activities [46]. Both Google Map Maker and Wikimapia use the concept of user reputation rather
than that of object trustworthiness. However, these systems do not manage trust-related information.

From the above analyses, we conclude that whereas several researchers have reported that
trust-related information is essential for VGI quality control, in traditional professional spatio-temporal
data models and existing VGI systems, user reputations and object trustworthiness are not monitored.
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Therefore, existing methods cannot answer the question presented in Section 1, i.e., “Which version
is best for a certain state?” Based on this observation, we propose a spatio-temporal VGI model that
considers trust-related information.

3. Characteristics of VGI Data Organization

As numerous volunteers contribute to VGI systems, a large amount of geographic data can
be collected over a short period of time [1]. VGI spatio-temporal data present the following
main advantages, i.e., real time, rapid transmission, rich information, and low cost [11,47].
However, most citizens are not professionals and are randomly distributed throughout the world [39],
causing VGI leading to the following quality issues, e.g., heterogeneous quality, redundancy, and
incompleteness [41,47]. To solve such quality issues, aspects of VGI data organization are analysed
through comparisons with traditional spatio-temporal data in this section.

3.1. VGI States, Versions and Events

A state is “characterized by the absence of change” [48]. From a spatial perspective, a state
refers to the condition (including positioning, geometry, attributes, etc.) of a geographic entity in
the real world at a certain time [30], and it is related to changes that can occur during the lifespan
of an entity [49]. Over the lifespan of an entity, such changes can be made as a result of man-made
or natural causes. For example, at time t1, the state object A is s1. A was changed in the real world
(e.g., its position or shape) at time t2. Then, the state of A was changed and its state was adapted to
state s2. According to the Cambridge dictionary, a version is “a particular form of something that
is different from other forms of the same thing” [50]. In the information science domain, a version
is used to store different states of a given entity in a database [51]. In other words, a version is the
database reflection of a state of an entity. Database versioning mechanisms (e.g., relation-level and
tuple-level versioning) are used to track the evolution of an object’s state through time [52] and have
been typically used to manage the evolution of geo-referenced data in GIS [24]. States and versions
of VGI have the same meanings as they do in traditional scenarios. However, their relationships in
VGI are somewhat different from those in traditional cases. In a traditional spatio-temporal system,
when the state of an involved object has changed, to guarantee the currency of spatial data in the
database, the current state of the object must be updated as the current version, and the previous
version becomes the historical version [53]. Thus, object updating occurs only when an object’s state
has changed. In this case, a version of the database corresponds only to an object state in the real
world, i.e., there is a 1:1 relationship between states and versions.

As noted in the first section of this paper, in a VGI context, one state of an entity may be
edited several times by several volunteers to improve data quality or to support different cognition
perspectives. Figure 1 describes how multiple users can participate in the editing of object A. Object A
contains m (m ě 1) states, and each state may have several versions. For example, state sj has several
versions, i.e., vi, vi+1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vk. Contributor c1 contributes the first version v1 of state s1; Contributor ci

contributes the first version vi of state sj; User ci+1 generates version vi+1 by editing version vi; User ck
edits the selected version of state sj, and generates version vk; and Contributor cn edits the selected
version of state sm and generates version vm. From the analysis presented in Figure 1, we conclude that
there are two main reasons for updating objects in VGI: in the first case, a change in an object’s state
results from a real geographic event (e.g., an earthquake, floods or development plan). This type of
event results in transitions between states [48] and always leads to the generation of a new version of a
new state from a previous entity state [49]; a second reason for object updating is to improve the quality
of VGI (not caused by a geographic event), and in such cases, the state of a corresponding geographic
entity in the real world does not change. This type of event can also be viewed as non-geographic
event. In our model, each process of object updating to a GIS database, including the two reasons
described above, belongs to an event. To support comparisons with geographic events, we refer to
this event as an edit event. An edit event occurs when a database is updated. Geographic events and
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non-geographic events spur edit events. For example, when the state of object A is changed due to
an earthquake, a geographic event called an earthquake is documented. Then, a new version of A is
updated in a GIS database, creating an edit event. If the state of object B is not changed, a user modifies
it, generating a new version. In this case, no geographic event is documented, but an edit event is. In
Figure 1, a change from state s1 to state sj occurs in the first case, i.e., update caused by a geographic
event. The real state of versions vi, vi+1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,vk corresponds to sj, and an update is performed by the
contributors through edition operations to improve data quality or to contribute another perspective.
In this case, state presents a 1:m relationship with the version. Therefore, it is necessary to store both
state and version information in the database in this VGI context.
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Figure 1. Relationships among contributors, object versions and trust degrees using a simple
evolutionary process of a geographic object as an example.

Therefore, in a VGI system, concepts of states, versions, and events are the same as those of
traditional systems. However, their relationships change, i.e., unlike one version corresponding to one
state in traditional cases, states of an entity in a VGI system may have several versions. Whereas in
traditional systems, updates are made only due to geographic events, in VGI systems, updates can be
made due to geographic or non-geographic events. Thus, it is necessary to identify special relationships
among states, versions and events in VGI systems.

3.2. VGI Trust and Reputation

Several studies have discussed issues of VGI trust and reputation. Mooney et al. examined the
editing histories of OpenStreetMap objects and concluded that the final version of a VGI object is not
always the best version [54]. For example, state sj in Figure 1 has n versions. The last version vn may
not be the best version of the state. Therefore, the selection of VGI objects is still a contentious issue.
However, traditional quality criteria (e.g., lineage, accuracy, consistency and completeness) are based
on probability theory. One cannot evaluate the quality of each object version by this criteria as it is not
feasible for VGI environments [11,14]. Many scholars believe that the trust degree of an object can be
used as a proxy measure for the quality of VGI [13,14]. Trust can be defined as “a bet about the future
contingent actions of others” [55]. It can also be regarded as having confidence in a person or thing
one is interacting with [56]. Bishr et al. have successfully applied this principle to VGI scenarios [14].
Therefore, if we can determine degrees of trust for each version of every object state, the version with
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the highest trust degree can be considered the best (or selected) version of the corresponding object
state. Bishr et al. proposed that trust between a consumer and a VGI information entity “is mediated
by interpersonal trust between the VGI originator and the VGI consumer” [57], and a contributor’s
reputation is the main factor that affects trustworthiness of a VGI object. Keßler et al. assessed the
trustworthiness of VGI by tracking VGI editing processes [58]. Based on factors proposed by Bishr and
Keßler et al., the trustworthiness of VGI can be evaluated based on contributor reputations and editing
processes. Therefore, the trustworthiness of VGI can be defined as follows.

In a VGI scenario, the trustworthiness of an object version is based on a subjective perception of
trustworthiness inferred from information on the historical editing process of corresponding objects.
Therefore, factors that affect the trustworthiness of an object version mainly include the editing process
and the reputation of all contributors involved in the editing process.

Many researchers believe that contributor reputations play an important role in evaluations
of the trustworthiness of an object [13,14] and have discussed the various assessment methods.
In service-oriented environments, an agent’s reputation is “an aggregation of the recommendations
from all of the third-party recommendation agents” [56]. In reference to VGI environments, Keßler et al.
argued that user reputations can be evaluated by “how the edited features have been treated by the
community afterwards (e.g., by looking at revisions), potentially weighted by their respective local
knowledge” [13]. Van Exel et al. argued that user reputations are related to an individual’s “local
knowledge, experience and recognition” [59].

As in online service-oriented environments, VGI contributor reputation is typically affected
by initial reputation and by assessment reputation derived from contributions made to a system.
An initial reputation typically refers to “the reputation values for newly deployed participants, or
newcomers” [60]. When a user is initially registered into a system, he/she has made no contribution to
the system; thus, his/her reputation cannot be assessed by what he/she has contributed. Thus, initial
reputation is typically determined by the authenticity and integrity of registration information, e.g.,
identity, e-mail, true name, education, etc. Once a user contributes a VGI object to a system and
once others evaluate his/her contribution, his/her assessment reputation is yielded. Unlike in the
e-business system, users like to evaluate commodities using words or through direct rankings; in
VGI systems, users typically modify objects to an acceptable state through edition operations without
direct evaluation. In our opinion, this type of edition operation—i.e., edit operations do not occur
because the state of an entity has changed but to improve the quality of an object—can be referred
to as an implicit assessment. For example, in Figure 1, state sj of object A has multiple versions.
In fact, over the state lifespan of state sj, the entity state does not change per se, and modifications
within a state are instead made to improve the quality of the object. In addition, similarities between
the versions denote support for the latter’s contributions to the former version, i.e., a high degree
of similarity corresponds to a greater degree of support and vice versa. Thus, in VGI systems, a
contributor’s reputation assessments among users can be divided into two categories, i.e., explicit
and implicit assessment. Explicit assessment refers to a rating mechanism similar to that used in
an e-business system, i.e., a user or product (a geographic object in VGI) is directly rated by others.
Implicit assessment refers to the assessment of edition operations.

Therefore, in a VGI scenario, a contributor’s reputation is the synthesis of his/her initial and
assessment reputations. For new contributors, initial reputations from registration information play a
key role; for other contributors, assessment reputations play an increasingly important role as they
make more contributions.

From the above analysis, it can be concluded that geographic objects, object states, and geographic
events (reason for object or object state changes) are common between VGI and professional GIS
data. Contributors, state versions, contributor reputations, edit events, and trust of object versions are
additional trust-related elements found in VGI environments. As these elements must be represented
in VGI systems, a model that considers these elements is discussed in the next section.
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4. Spatio-Temporal Model Incorporating Trust-Related Information

As noted in Section 3, elements of VGI systems include geographic objects, object states,
geographic events, contributors, state versions, contributor reputations, edit events, object version
trustworthiness, etc. These elements and their relationships must be represented. As Unified Modelling
Language (UML) has been an industrial standard in the domain of visualization modelling language
and has been widely used in object-oriented programming, it is used here to describe our model.
According to the above analysis, our spatio-temporal model that incorporates trust-related features
mainly includes the geographic object class (GeoObject), object state class (State), Version class, Trust
class, Contributor class, contributor’s experience class (UserExpRep), initial reputation class (InitRep),
Reputation class, geographic event class (GeoEvent) and edit event class (EditEvent). The simple UML
graph for our model is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. UML (Unified Modelling Language) diagram of the spatio-temporal VGI model that considers
trust-related information.

The geographic object class (GeoObject) is used to describe geographic objects, and it is the core
component of the spatio-temporal model. GO objects are the objects of this class. GO objects describe
their entire lifespan in a VGI system, and their life span is represented by interval time (ST, ET).
A GO object must have a classification that refers to a classification code to describe different map
layers (e.g., water, transportation, vegetation, residential area, etc.). This attribute is conducive to the
fusion of crowdsourcing and professional geographic data, and it is denoted by C. Therefore, data
fields of the GeoObject class can be described as tuples (C, ST, ET). A GO object is added by a
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contributor and owns one or more states. The GeoObject class includes three subclasses (point, line and
polygon), and its operations mainly include addGeoObjects (adding objects), deleteGeoObjects (deleting
objects), getGeoObjects (querying geographic objects), and moveInventory. Among these operations,
the deleteGeoObject function is mainly used to delete an error object. Depending on spatial data use
frequency patterns, older data are typically used less frequently and must be moved into an inventory
to improve system efficiency (e.g., storage and retrieval), and the moveInventory function refers to the
movement of data from an existing database to a historical inventory.

The object state class (State) refers to a snapshot of a geographic object over a certain time interval.
The STA is the object of this class. An STA object describes its entire lifespan in a VGI system, which is
represented by a time interval (ST, ET). An STA object owns one or more Versions, it must have a state
number (SN) and an SV attribute, which denotes the best version or a selected version of an object
state and which is used to quickly retrieve the corresponding version of a state. Therefore, State class
data fields can be described from tuples (SN, SV, ST, ET). An STA object is created by a contributor and
has one or more versions, and its operations mainly include the following: addStates (adding states),
getStates (querying states), deleteStates (deleting states), and moveInventory.

The object version class (Version) refers to an editing snapshot of an object at a certain time, and
it is added by a volunteer. A VER is an object of this class. A VER object includes data members as
spatial characteristics (S), a start time (ST), an end time (ET), a version number (VN), etc. Fields of
the Version class can be described by tuples (VN, S, ST, ET, C), where C denotes the credibility of a
VER object, which accounts for trustworthiness, contributor reputations and the traditional quality
elements (positional accuracy, attribute accuracy, logical consistency, completeness, and lineage) of
an object version. Although traditional quality elements of an object version are beyond the scope of
this article, this issue requires further discussion. A VER object is added by a contributor and includes
attribute characteristics and trust degree, and one or several VER objects are owned by a state object
(State), a geographic event (GeoEvent) and an edit event (EditEvent). Due to the implicit assessment
mechanism, a VER object is also associated with an Assess class. Operations of the Version class mainly
include the following: addVersion/deleteVersion/getVersion (adding/deleting/querying VER objects),
getTrust (the trustworthiness of a VER object), and moveInventory.

The Trust class refers to trust information and object versions. A TRU is an object of this class.
A TRU object is used to compute and store the trust value of an object version, and it thus forms
a part of a VER object. A TRU object thus includes the following data members: the trust degree
(V), the assessment value (AV), edit proportions between the current version (VID) and former
version (EP), and the trust degree of the former version (PVT). Fields of the Trust class can be
determined from tuples (PVT, EP, AV, V). Operations of the Trust class mainly include the following:
ComputeEditRatio (computing edit ratio), getTrust (the trustworthiness of a version), getPreVerTrust
(the trustworthiness of a previous version of an object), updateTrust (updating the trustworthiness
of a version), getContributorRep (the contributor’s reputation), computeTrust (computing trust), and
moveInventory.

The Contributor class plays an important role in the spatio-temporal VGI model as it is used to
describe volunteer account information. A USER is an object of this class. A USER object is used to
describe registration information and includes data members as usernames (Name), passwords (PWD)
and registered times for volunteers (RT). A USER object has a Reputation and is associated with the
Version and UserExpRep objects, and its data fields can be described by the following tuple (Name,
PWD, RT, isB, isC), where isB and isC are Boolean variables that represent whether an account has been
temporarily blocked or cancelled, respectively. Operations of the Contributor class mainly include
the following: addContributor (user adding), cancelContributor (user cancelling), blockContributor (user
blocking), and queryContributor (user querying).

A contributor’s experience class (UserExpRep) is used to describe a contributor’s assessment
reputation. A UER, an object of this class, forms part of an REP object and includes one or more Assess
objects. A UER object includes the following data members: contributions (NC), the number of objects
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edited by others (NE), the number of objects deleted by others (ND), the value of user experience
reputations (V) and the updating times (T). Therefore, fields of the UserExpRep class can be described
from a tuple (NC, NE, ND, T, V). Operations of the UserExpRep class mainly include the following:
computeUEP (computing user assessment reputations), getUEP (retrieving user assessment reputations)
and updateUEP (updating user assessment reputations).

The user assessment class (Assess) is used to describe contributor assessment information. It forms
part of the UserExpRep class. An AS is an object of this class. An AS object describes data members as
geographic objects (GO) types of geographic objects (GT), assessment types (AT), assessment times (T)
and values (V). Therefore, Assess class fields can be described from a tuple (GO, GT, AT, T, V), where
AT includes two features: explicit and implicit assessments. Operations of the Assess class mainly
include the following: addAssess (adding assessment), getAssess (retrieving assessment), deleteAssess
(deleting assessment), and moveInventory. The deleteAssess operation is used to eliminate baleful
evaluation effects.

The initial reputation class (InitRep) refers to initial reputation-related information on volunteers
and owned by Reputation. An IR is an object of this class. An IR object includes data members
such as the following: cell phone (Phone), e-mail (Email), true name (TNAME), identity ID (IID),
training status (TRA), initial reputation value (V), and update time (T). Therefore, fields of the InitRep
class can be described from a tuple (Email, Phone, TName, IID, TRA, RegInfo, Validate, V, T), where
RegInfo represents other user information, such as a contributor’s major or education (to simplify the
tuple, many user information entries are represented by this field); Validate denotes the validation of
identity information, e-mail and cell phone contacts, etc. Operations of the InitRep class mainly include
the following: addInitRep/updateInitRep/getInitRep (adding/updating/querying initial reputations),
validateUserInfo (validating the volunteer’s information), ComputeInitRep (computing and updating a
contributor’s initial reputation).

The Reputation class is used to describe a contributor’s reputation-related information. An REP is
an object of this class. REP objects form part of the Contributor class and include IR and UER objects.
They include reputation-related data members, such as reputations (R), start times (ST) and end times
(ET). Therefore, fields of the Reputation class can be described from a tuple (R, ST, ET). Operations of
the Reputation class mainly include the following: addReputation (adding reputations), updateReputation
(updating reputations), and getReputation (querying reputations).

The geographic event class (GeoEvent) refers to events occurring in the real world. A geographic
event spurs several edit events. A GE object must have a VER object and is reported by a contributor.
It includes data members such as the following: names of geographic events (Name), event types (Type),
event descriptions (Detail), and event times (T). Therefore, fields of the GeoEvent class can be described
from a tuple (Name, Type, Detail, T). Operations of the GeoEvent class mainly include the following:
addEvent/modifyEvent/getEvent (adding/modifying/querying an event) and moveInventory.

The edit event class (EditEvent) is used to describe edit event-related information. Such events
occur in the information world and not in the real world. An EE is an object of this class. An EE object
must have a VER object and is initiated by a contributor. Such objects are also related to GE objects and
include data members such as the following: event type (Type), and event time (T). Therefore, EditEvent
class fields can be described from a tuple (Type, T). Operations of the EditEvent class mainly include the
following: addEvent/modifyEvent/getEvent (adding/modifying/querying an event) and moveInventory.

5. Trust-Related Operations and Their Linkage Relationships

The trustworthiness of a VGI object and contributor reputations interact. On one hand, a
contributor’s reputation significantly affects the trust degree of an object that he/she contributes;
on the other hand, the modification process of an object affects the contributor’s reputation. To keep
all trust-related data consistent, we discuss trust-related operations and relationships between these
operations in this section, and a set of linkage operation rules are presented.
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5.1. Trust-Related Operations

As noted in Section 4, two main trust-related operations are included in our model:
user-related reputation operations and object-related trust operations. User-related reputation
operations mainly include the following: adding/updating/obtaining initial reputations
operations (addInitRep/updateInitRep/getInitRep) and validating contributor information operation
(validateUserInfo) of class InitRep; computing/obtaining/updating user experience reputation
operations (computeUEP/getUEP/updateUEP) of class UserExpRep; and adding/updating/obtaining
reputation operations (addReputation/updateReputation/getReputation) of class Reputation. Object-related
trust operations mainly include: computing/updating/obtaining trust degree operations
(computeTrust/updateTrust/getTrust) of class Trust. Definitions and descriptions of these operations are
shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Trust-related operations.

Trust-Related Operations Class Description

add/updateInitRep(initRep) InitRep Adding/updating an initial reputation. Parameter initRep refers
to an InitRep object.

getInitRep(c) InitRep Querying a contributor’s initial reputation. Parameter c is a
contributor (user id is c).

validateUserInfo(c,
email/Phone/..) InitRep

Validating user (user id is c) information (e.g., email, phone
number, etc.) and triggering the operation InitRep.
updateInitRep() for updating user initial reputation.

getUEP(c) UserExpRep Querying a contributor’s assessment reputation (user id is c).

updateUEP(c) UserExpRep Updating a contributor’s assessment reputation (user id is c).

addReputation(reputation) Reputation Adding a user’s reputation information. The reputation
parameter represents a REP object.

updateReputation(c, Value) Reputation
Updating a user’s reputation value (user id is c) to Value. A
Value parameter can be computed based on data obtained from
InitRep. getInitRep() and UserExpRep. getAssess() operations.

getReputation(c) Reputation Querying a user’s reputation value (user id is c).

computeTrust(vi) Trust
Computing the trust degree of an object version (vi). The trust
degree can be determined based on a contributor’s reputation
and the editing process involved.

updateTrust(vi , Value) Trust

Updating the trust degree of the object version (vi) to Value.
Value can be determined based on human-computer interactions
or can be the computed result of the
Trust.computeTrust() function.

getTrust(vi) Trust Querying the trust degree of an object version (vi).

5.2. Linkage Rules of Trust-Related Operations

In the spatio-temporal VGI model that considers trust-related information, relationships between
object trustworthiness, user reputations and editing processes are complex. To maintain the consistency
of trust-related data, it is necessary to design corresponding linkage rules. It is assumed that geographic
object A has n versions (n is an integer and is greater than 0), which are referred to as v1, v2, v3, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vn

based on their generated times, and the contributor to version vi (1 < i ď n) is ci. Linkage operations of
a contributor’s reputation and the trustworthiness of a version are analysed as follows.

5.2.1. Linkage Operations of Contributor Reputations

A change in a contributor’s reputation mainly results from the following four processes:

(1) When a user is added to a VGI system and validates his/her registration information, an IR object
and REP object should be added.
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(2) When a user’s registration information changes, his/her initial reputation and user reputation
should be updated.

(3) When a user is assessed by another user, his/her assessment reputation and user reputation
should also be updated.

(4) If some user assessments are undone, his/her assessment reputation and user reputation should
be updated.

These four cases are formally described by four linkage rules (Rules 1 to 4), which are shown in
Figure 3.

Rule 1: IF Contributor.addContributor(c) THEN InitRep.addInitRep(c) AND
Reputation.addReputation(c). When contributor c enters the VGI system, an REP object and an
IR object should be added for user c. This rule is shown in the left-hand section of Figure 3.

Rule 2: IF Contributor.validateUserInfo(c, userinfo) THEN InitRep.updateInitRep(c) AND
Reputation.updateReputation(c, value). If the registration information of contributor c is added or
validated, then the user’s reputation should be updated. This rule is shown in the right-hand section
of Figure 3.

Rule 3: IF Assess.addAssess(A, vc, vi/c2) THEN UserExpRep.updateUEP(c) AND
Reputation.updateReputation(c, value). Version vc is a version of object A that is added by user
c; when user c receives a single implicit (by vi) or explicit assessment (by contributor c2) from others,
his/her assessment reputation and user reputation should be updated. This rule is shown in the
right-hand section of Figure 3.

Rule 4: IF Assess.deleteAssess(assess, c) THEN UserExpRep.updateUEP(c) AND Reputation.
updateReputation(c, value). When an assessment (assess) of user c is undone, his/her assessment
reputation and user reputation should be updated. This rule is shown in the right-hand section of
Figure 3.
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5.2.2. Linkage Operations of Adding an Object Version

When version vi of object A is added by a user, corresponding event objects (a geographic event
or edit event or both) must be added first. If version vi is the first version of object A, corresponding
GO and STA objects should be added, and the trust degree of vi should be updated. When a version
number is larger than 1 and when the event is a non-geographic event, a UER object should be added,
and the user’s reputation and the trustworthiness of the object version should be updated; otherwise,
the STA and TRU objects should be updated. Linkage operations of adding a version are outlined in
Rules 5 to 9, which are shown in Figure 4.

Rule 5: IF Version.addVersion(vi) AND isGeoEvent = true THEN GeoEvent.addEvent(),
EditEvent.addEvent() ELSE GeoEvent.addEvent(). When user ci adds a version vi of any object A and
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if the event type is a geographic event, GE and EE objects should be added; otherwise, a GE object
should be added.

Rule 6: IF Version.addVersion(A, vi) AND i = 1 THEN GeoObject.addGeoObject(A), State.addState(s1),
Reputation.UpdateReputation(cj, value), Trust.updateTrust(v1, Reputation.getReputation(ci)). If contributor
ci adds a new version v1 (first version) of a geographic object A, linkage operations in the model
involve adding a GO object, adding a STA object, updating the user reputations of all contributors cj

who are implicitly assessed by vi, and setting the trust degree of the version.
Rule 7: IF Version.addVersion(A, vi) AND i > 1 AND isGeoEvent = true THEN

State.addState(Version.getVersionState(vi) + 1), Trust.updateTrust(vi, Reputation. GetReputation (ci))
(0 < j < i). When an object version is modified and the event type involved is a geographic event,
a new STA object should be added.

Rule 8: IF Version.addVersion(A, vi) AND i > 1 AND isGeoEvent = false THEN Assess. addAssess(A,
vk, vi) (k < i AND svk “ svi ). When an object version is modified and the event involved is a
non-geographic event, version vi should assess all previous versions vk of the same object state.

Rule 9: IF UserExpRep.updateUEP(c) THEN Reputation.updateReputation(c) AND Trust.updateTrust(v,
value). When the assessment reputation of user c is updated, his/her reputation should be updated.
The trust degree of all final versions added by user ci should also be updated.
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6. Experiment and Analysis

From the models and rules described above, we designed and implemented a prototype system
to validate the feasibility and effectiveness of our model. The prototype system was developed using
Visual studio 2010 and PostgreSQL 9.4. Spatial data were managed using ArcGIS Engine 10.

As collecting large quantities of crowdsourcing data is time-consuming (can take several years),
a historical dump dataset drawn from OpenStreetMap (OSM, data are downloadable) was used
in our experiments [40]. The dataset includes the editing history of all geographic objects. In our
experiments, historical data for Berlin and Pakistan were used. Among them, historical data for
Berlin were collected from 28 January 2006 to 15 February 2013. The data include 4,238,401 points,
554,872 lines, and 469,080 polygons, which were added by 4842 volunteers. Most of the volunteers are
non-professionals. Historical data for Pakistan were collected from 26 May 2007 to 12 December 2014.
The data include 2,005,806 points, 195,765 lines, and 34,326 polygons that were added by 790 volunteers.
As the OSM data were in XML format, we first imported the data into our database by programming.
By contrast, the data for Berlin are more complex than that for Pakistan, particularly with regards
to polygon data. As other researchers have found, developed countries and regions typically have
more contributors than developing countries and regions [47]. A city in Europe (Berlin) has more
than six times more volunteers than a developing country (Pakistan). For the data on Pakistan, line
data are apparently more plentiful than polygon data, suggesting that volunteers in Pakistan tend to
contribute basic line features, such as roads and rivers, rather than contributing detailed city features,
such as buildings. The data for Berlin have also been modified more than that for Pakistan. Moreover,
Berlin includes 431,724 objects, Pakistan includes 118,313 objects (including polygons and polylines),
and objects with only one version account for 65.80% and 50.99% of Pakistan’s and Berlin’s data,
respectively. In particular, polygon objects account for 83.88% of all data for Pakistan. Only roughly
16.12% of all Pakistan polygon objects have ever been modified.

In our experiments, a user’s reputation was the aggregation of his/her initial reputation and
assessment reputation. If the reputation of user c is R(c), the following equation is used.

Rpcq “ R0pcq ¨ e´m{M ` Repcq ¨ p1´ e´m{Mq (1)

where R0(c) is the initial reputation of user c, which is computed by the completeness of the user’s
registration information and by his/her authenticity of identification. As registration information on
OSM contributors is difficult to acquire, it is not considered in our experiments. e is Euler’s constant. m
denotes the time of assessment. M is a constant of a natural number that regulates the weight of R0(c)
and Re(c). Re(c) is the assessment reputation computed from the weighted average of all or part of the
contributor’s assessments. An assessment is divided into two categories, i.e., explicit assessment and
implicit assessment. Among them, an explicit assessment denotes the explicit value of each assessment
and is easy to determine. An implicit assessment is difficult to determine as there is no explicit value
for each assessment. In our experiments, it is computed using Equation (2).

Epci, cjq “ VSpvi, vjq ¨ Rpcjq
c (2)

where R(cj) is the reputation of user cj when he/she assesses the contribution vi of user ci. c P [0,1] is
an exponent invariant that is used to determine that degree to which an evaluator’s reputation affects
the trustworthiness of his/her assessment. VS(vi, vj) denotes version similarity between versions vi
and vj, and it represents the assessed value of versions vj to vi. Higher levels of similarity between the
two versions correspond to a higher assessment value and vice versa. Version similarity levels can be
computed from geometric and attribute similarities between different versions.

If the trustworthiness of vi of an object is T(vi) and if version number i takes a value of 1, the trust
degree of the object version is the contributor’s reputation. Otherwise, if i is larger than 1, the trust
degree of object version vi is determined based on the trust degree of its previous version vk (k is less
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than i), contributor reputation of vi and modification proportions between versions vi and vk. The trust
degree of version vi of an object is computed using Equation (3).

Tpviq “

#

Rpc1q i “ 1
EPpvi, vkq ¨ Rpciq ` p1´ EPpvi, vkqq ¨MaxpTpvkq, Rpciqq i ą 1

(3)

where R(ci) denotes the reputation of user ci who created version vi. T(vk) represents the trust degree
of version vk. Max(T(vk),R(ci)) is the maximum of T(vk) and R(ci). EP(vi, vK) denotes the degree
of modification between vi and vk, where 0 ď EP(vi, vK) ď 1, 1 ´ EP(vi, vK) can be denoted as an
unedited component. EP(vi, vK) is inversely proportional to version similarity. Lower proportions of
modification correspond to higher degrees of version similarity and vice versa.

The data for Berlin and Pakistan were organized based on our spatio-temporal VGI model. In
the historical data from the OSM, there is no record of why a contributor has modified an object or
of the state VGI object change. Therefore, whether the state of an object has been changed or not
is unknown. In our model, if a version and its former version are of the same state, the model will
conduct an implicit assessment of the former version; otherwise, the implicit assessment will be ignored.
Generally speaking, a narrower time interval between two versions denotes a higher probability that
the state of an object has not changed (a modification corresponding to a non-geographic event);
otherwise, the state of the object has changed (a modification corresponding to a geographic event).
Therefore, in our experiments, when the time interval between two versions was larger than a threshold,
the latter version was ascribed to a new state; otherwise, both versions were allocated to the same state.
As OSM data also include no explicit assessments, assessments made between users were computed
through implicit assessment. Such values were determined based on similarities between versions
(Equation (2)). From the generated time of all versions in the OSM, the reputations of all participating
contributors and the trust degrees of all object versions were computed. For example, each version
of a geographic object (object ID is 73533774) is shown in Figure 5. The object is a building and has
three versions. Let us analyse how to determine the trustworthiness of this object and its contributors’
reputations during its editing process. First, version v1 of the object was added by a contributor
named “ceyockey”, whose reputation took a value of 0.828 at the time. The trust degree of version v1

is its contributor’s reputation (a value of 0.828). Then, version v2 was added by another user named
“MMDawood”, whose reputation took a value of 0.856 at the time. The degree of version similarity
between v2 and v1 was 0.843. An implicit assessment of v2 to v1 was conducted using Equation (2)
(setting c = 1), and a value of 0.820 was obtained. The reputation of user “ceyockey” was updated
based on his/her evaluations, and his/her reputation suffered slightly. The trust value of v2 was
found to be 0.856 as computed by Equation (3). Finally, version v3 was added by user “landfahrer”,
whose reputation took a value of 0.8735 at the time. Implicit assessments for v3 to v2 and for v3

to v1 were determined using Equation (2), and values of 0.884 and 0.821, respectively, were found.
The reputations of users “ceyockey” and “MMDawood” were updated based on their evaluations.
The reputation of “MMDawood” improved after he/she provided a better evaluation. Finally, a trust
value of 0.874 for v3 was computed using Equation (3).

After object trustworthiness and contributor reputations were calculated, information on each
object and volunteer was queried and viewed. As shown in Figure 5, trust-related information on
each version of object 73,533,774 was retrieved. Geometric patterns of each version, which overlap in
a satellite image, can also be seen on the right-hand side of the figure. Statistical information on the
contributors of any version can be retrieved, and all contributor information (e.g., name, reputation
and number of contributions) for the object is shown in the lower right-hand section of the figure.
As shown on the left-hand side of the figure, all states and versions of the object can be freely selected
for viewing in the right-hand window. Moreover, we also can determine the best version of a state
using a human–computer interface.
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The experimental results show that the trustworthiness of an object and contributor reputations
can be effectively stored and managed using our VGI model. Unlike the traditional spatio-temporal
data model, our model presents and stores trust-related information (e.g., contributors, initial
contributor reputations, contributor assessments, and contributor reputations). Among these features,
contributor assessments are one of the main factors that require access to additional funds. In our
model, all fields of UER objects (expressing contributor assessments, including primary and foreign
keys) are numerical and require only 40 bytes to store records. That is, 1,000,000 records should occupy
approximately 38.15 MB of storage space. For historical OSM data for Berlin, 489,386 records (polygon
versions) occupy 196.22 MB in the database. That is, 1,000,000 records should occupy approximately
400.95 MB of storage space. If the ratio between the quantity of object and evaluation records is 1:1, the
data ratio between records of assessment and polygon objects will be approximately 9.51%. Given that
other information is included in the data model, the incremental data (trust-related information)
should be smaller than it. Therefore, when using our model, a larger pool of data is controllable.
The spatial data in our model are stored in reference to OSM data to ensure the usability and utility of
our model. Regarding the speed of our prototype system, we conducted experiments on a personal
computer (Intel Core i5 3.0 Hz, 8 G, Windows 7 professional 64 bit). As trust-related computation
involves geometric calculations, polygon or polyline objects with more versions and nodes serve
as better experimental objects. Therefore, a geographic object drawn from the OSM (ID: 4317997)
was used for the test. The object has 11 versions, and each version has 87 nodes on average. In our
experiments, 27 rounds of trust-related calculations and database operations were conducted (each
version evaluated the previous three versions (if applicable) in the experiments). Each of the 27 rounds
took 1.073 s on average. On average, each round of trust-related calculations and database operations
will take 0.0397 s. This processing speed is acceptable for personal computers and is worth improving
upon further.
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7. Conclusion and Discussion

VGI is becoming increasingly important as an alternative source of spatial data [4].
However, uncertainties in terms of its quality have limited its use in GIS-related applications [12].
Many scholars agree that contributor reputations significantly affect the quality of VGI [13,61].
However, few studies have attempted to develop a spatio-temporal VGI model considering contributor
reputations and object trustworthiness. Meanwhile, in VGI environments, the state of an object
may have one or more versions. Thus, ways to quickly select the best versions of states must
be formulated. We present a VGI model based on trust-related information that effectively stores
and manages corresponding information. In this model, a geographic object is represented by an
“Object-State-Version” three-layer mechanism; each state is associated with its best version for the
rapid querying of corresponding snapshots. In turn, issues related to the existence of numerous VGI
versions can be more effectively managed to some extent. Trust-related VGI data are formed from
contribution processes of involved objects; contributor reputation is composed of initial reputation
and assessment reputation, and assessments among users may include both explicit assessments and
implicit assessments or only one of these. In turn, the reputations of all contributors can be computed.
Trust-related operations and their relationships in the model were also analysed, and nine linkage
rules among trust-related operations were found to maintain the consistency of trust and reputation
data. Finally, a prototype experimental system was implemented to validate the effectiveness of the
model presented in this paper.

It is necessary to state that according to the mechanisms of our model, some basic requirements
must be met before it can be used in a real VGI system.

(1) Information on all versions of feature states that volunteers have added to the VGI model must
be recorded. Information on a version should include contributor, geometry feature, attributes,
generation time, etc. Information can be stored explicitly or implicitly.

(2) Systems should store registration information on volunteers. This information is key for
computing a contributor’s initial reputation. When it has not been recorded, initial reputations
cannot be calculated, and the accuracy of user reputations is affected (especially when contributors
have made few assessments).

In this paper, we focus on the modelling of trust-related information in VGI environments.
The collection of such information, e.g., initial reputation and explicit rating information, is essential
to the design and implementation of VGI systems using the model presented. In our opinion,
multi-perspective information can be used to synthetically evaluate the quality of crowdsourcing
objects. Furthermore, such information can be validated against each other. Therefore, the quality
of VGI objects can be reasonably controlled by storing and validating registration information, by
providing mechanisms that allow individuals to leave ratings of different contributors (or VGI objects),
and by allowing contributors to upload quality metadata information.

The different ways of computing trust degrees of VGI objects are still open for further
examination. In our experiment, user reputations were defined as the aggregation of initial and
assessment reputations. Initial reputations are computed from registration information, and assessment
reputations are computed based on similarities between versions of the same state and of the same
entity. VGI object trustworthiness is determined based on contributor reputations and proportions
for the corresponding contributor. We found that VGI object quality is positively correlated with
trust degrees of VGI objects. However, other factors, e.g., remaining version time (i.e., if an object
remains the same in an area that has experienced several updates, it must be of high quality and its
contributor can achieve a higher level of trustworthiness), topological consistency (i.e., a VGI object
without topological conflicts is typically more trustworthy and vice versa), etc., affect the computation
of VGI object trustworthiness. Such issues lie outside the scope of the present study.

In conclusion, though we presented a spatio-temporal VGI model considering contributor
reputations and object trustworthiness in this paper, it does not mean that keeping the last feature
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created by a more trustworthy contributor is always better. The computation of VGI object
trustworthiness is still an open issue. Therefore, effective means of computing object trustworthiness
and user reputations will be examined in future studies.
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